
Case study

MondayOFF increases Ad 
Revenue by 7% with Odeeo’s 
In-Game Audio Ads

MondayOFF is a fast-growing company that 
focuses on developing and publishing hit casual 
games. Their most popular game is the hit title 
Wanted Fish, which reached the top 10 games in 
over 25 countries. 

The company was founded in 2018 and since then   
witnessed tripled YoY growth in app installs, active 
users and revenue. 

This was achieved thanks to their innovative 
approach and laser-sharp focus on hitting their 
business goals.

MondayOFF partnered with Odeeo to integrate a 
first-of-its-kind digital audio monetization strategy 
across all their apps with the goal of improving 
revenue-related metrics.

Challenge
Hyper-casual game developers and 
publishers are constantly looking for ways 
to increase their revenue. They face a 
rapidly changing environment and need to 
move fast to seize opportunities for growth.



The need for innovation becomes more 
evident as they reach a ceiling for their 
existing ad monetization mix. Moreover, it's 
very challenging for developers to integrate 
more ads into their games without harming 
their user base and interrupting the 
gameplay. Because of this, they look for 
non-interruptive ways to generate 
incremental ad revenue.



MondayOFF needed a partner who 
understands developers' and publishers’ 
challenges and has an effective 
monetization alternative.



They needed help to increase overall 
revenue, but most importantly, they required 
a trustworthy partner that is fast, 
responsive and offers new digital 
advertising placements to monetize their 
titles.

Solution
MondayOFF decided to test an additional 
monetization placement - audio ads. They 
partnered with Odeeo to integrate a first-of-
its-kind digital audio monetization strategy 
on games like Wanted Fish, Life of Mellow 
and Be a pong to increase ad revenue-
related metrics.



Odeeo has worked closely with MondayOFF 
to ensure a smooth SDK integration, 
quickly. Thanks to the setup that included 
analyzing and identifying the optimal 
frequency for incrementality across their 
existing ad stack, MondayOFF benefitted 
from immediate growth. Once live, Odeeo 
continued to optimize yield by securing the 
highest CPMs in the US region to drive 
higher revenue for MondayOFF.


Odeeo has been a strong partner of ours since 2021. 

Thanks to their full support this partnership enabled 


us to generate a 7% incremental revenue lift even 

though we are using only one of Odeeo's ad formats. 


The results were beyond our expectations. 

Odeeo is an ideal partner, providing an outstanding 


product with great value to our business.

Dunkun Kang

CEO of MondayOFF

The Results
Odeeo’s in-game audio ads boosts REVENUE by    7%

MondayOFF saw an immediate impact on their 
revenue after implementing Odeeo’s in-game 
audio ads, delivering a new incremental revenue 
stream across US traffic.

With the implementation Odeeo’s in-game audio 
ad unit Icon Audio, MondayOFF generated high 
CPMs and fill rates across their target market. 
This allowed them to scale their hit titles even 
more quickly and efficiently by building a new and 
sustainable revenue stream.

Odeeo monetization

Other monetization solutions

MondayOFF 
after implementing 

Odeeo’s in-game audio ads, with no 
impact over retention metrics.

significantly increased 
their Revenue 

Odeeo’s audio ad platform amplifies the in-game experience to help leading 
studios resonate with the world’s 3.2 billion gamers and earn additional 
incremental ad revenue without hurting retention.
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